PEXIP SECURE MEETINGS FOR Defense

Connect teams across the defense enterprise with Pexip. Unified communications for secret and above.

Enhanced collaboration for defense organizations

Pexip Secure Meetings for Defense is a collaboration solution designed for the stringent requirements demanded by military and defense organizations. It provides world class interoperability to established video systems, has secure deployment options, and allows secure federation to external mission partners.

Pexip Secure Meetings are used by defense organizations worldwide. From the tactical edge to enduring multinational coalitions, Pexip powers video across the defense landscape.

Secure deployment options

- Pexip Private Cloud
- Sovereign Cloud
- Government Cloud
- On-premises
- Air-gapped

Meet at secret and above

Communicate at all classification levels, with data tightly controlled within your own environment.

Mission partner integration

Securely collaborate with partner organisations using network level federation and Data Centric Security, with advanced meeting policy controls.

Battelfield integration

 Seamlessly link headquarters to the field. Deploy Pexip on tactical infrastructure, vehicles and dismounted devices to connect your force end-to-end.

Collaboration you can rely on
Product Specifications

The ability to securely communicate and collaborate in real-time, regardless of location or device, is critical to defense operations. Whether it’s conducting remote briefings, sharing classified information or coordinating missions across multiple stakeholders, Pexip provides seamless, cost effective and user-oriented communication channels.

Key features

- **Multi-layer security:** Military grade encryption and a variety of authentication mechanisms for the highest level of security
- **Integrate with zero-trust environments:** Ensure complete control over your data and its security
- **License policy for survivability:** Continuous operation of software or services in case of a failure or a disaster
- **Deployment flexibility:** Implement Pexip in alignment with your security strategy, including in an air-gapped environment for enhanced isolation
- **Remote accessibility:** Connect securely from anywhere, whether from military bases, remote field locations, or whilst mobile
- **High-quality, interoperable meetings:** Full HD video and content sharing regardless of device

Key specifications

- AES-256, TLS 1.3, FIPS 140-2 compliant
- DISA Approved Products List (APL)
- NATO FMN ready
- JITC certified
- Session labelling and marking
- Multi-protocol support: SIP, H.323, WebRTC, RTMP, Skype for Business
- Classified meeting support
- Hardened management platform
- Enterprise class auditing and monitoring
- Secure lobby/waiting area
- Role based access control (RBAC)
- Attribute based access control (ABAC)
- Authentication (OIDC/SAML)
- Zero-trust compliant integration
- Custom integrations
- On-premises, private cloud, public cloud or air-gapped. Support for GCCDoD

Independently verified

Pexip solutions are independently verified by third-party bodies, highlighting its commitment to security, reliability, and compliance with industry standards.

About Pexip

Pexip empowers seamless communication across organizations regardless of technology platforms and security requirements. Pexip offers customizable and flexible solutions that integrate with existing technologies, enabling collaboration and productivity. Pexip’s distinctive capabilities allow for tailored, state-of-the-art video application solutions, ensuring stringent data privacy, operational resilience, and secure, seamless collaboration tailored to the defense sector’s unique needs. Pexip holds multiple data security and privacy certifications and is independently ISO 27001 and ISO 27701 certified.

Read more about Pexip for Defense at pexip.com/industry/defense